Parole Magiche 4 Nuovi Incantesimi Per Il
Terzo Millennio
If you ally dependence such a referred Parole Magiche 4 Nuovi Incantesimi Per Il Terzo
Millennio books that will find the money for you worth, get the extremely best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you want to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and
more fictions collections are furthermore launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections Parole Magiche 4 Nuovi Incantesimi Per
Il Terzo Millennio that we will entirely offer. It is not more or less the costs. Its roughly what you
infatuation currently. This Parole Magiche 4 Nuovi Incantesimi Per Il Terzo Millennio , as one of the
most operational sellers here will unconditionally be in the middle of the best options to review.

Doctor Strange: The Book of the Vishanti Marvel Entertainment 2021-12-14
An immersive in-world guide to all things
magical in the Marvel Universe One of the most
formidable and powerful items in the Marvel
Universe, the sacred Book of the Vishanti
contains an infinite number of potent spells,
incantations, and lore from fantastic realms.
Created thousands of years ago in the ancient
city of Babylon to combat demons and those who
wield dark magic, this tome has been passed
down by the greatest sorcerers of the ages, each
adding their own discoveries into its everexpanding pages. Now in the possession of
Doctor Strange, the Sorcerer Supreme and
Earth’s foremost protector against mystical
threats, the Book of the Vishanti acts as his first
line of defense. The greatest source of magical
knowledge in our dimension, the Book of the
Vishanti is the ultimate collection of spells,
history, and personal accounts recorded by
practitioners over centuries, including notes
from Doctor Strange himself. Featuring detailed
inscriptions, mind-bending illustrations, and
everything you need to know about the heroes,
villains, artifacts, creatures, and worlds that
make up the mystical and supernatural side of
the Multiverse, this book is a must-have for all
Marvel fans.
The Goldfish Boy - Lisa Thompson 2017-02-28
Lisa Thompson's debut novel is a page-turning
mystery with an emotionally-driven, complex
character study at its core -- like Rear Window
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meets The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night-Time. Matthew Corbin suffers from severe
obsessive-compulsive disorder. He hasn't been
to school in weeks. His hands are cracked and
bleeding from cleaning. He refuses to leave his
bedroom. To pass the time, he observes his
neighbors from his bedroom window, making
mundane notes about their habits as they bustle
about the cul-de-sac. When a toddler staying
next door goes missing, it becomes apparent
that Matthew was the last person to see him
alive. Suddenly, Matthew finds himself at the
center of a high-stakes mystery, and every one of
his neighbors is a suspect. Matthew is the key to
figuring out what happened and potentially
saving a child's life... but is he able to do so if it
means exposing his own secrets, and stepping
out from the safety of his home?
The Beginner's Guide to Wicca - Kirsten Riddle
2014-09-11
The Beginnerâ€™s Guide to Wicca is the
essential companion for anyone new to the
ancient practice of magic. Whether by necessity
or choice, many witches start out on their
spiritual journey alone. Kirsten Riddle provides
the solitary witch with a friendly,
straightforward introduction to witchcraft, filled
with practical tips for incorporating the Wiccan
way into every aspect of your daily life. Kirsten
dispels common misconceptions, explains the
peaceful ethos of this nature-based spiritual
practice, and provides a quick and easy quiz that
allows you to discover your Wiccan strengths.
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Chapters cover topics such as herbal, moon, and
kitchen magic, and include simple spells and
rituals using everyday objects and household
items. Kirstenâ€™s easy-to-follow, modern spells
can be used to boost your creativity, improve
your health, and revive your love life. With The
Beginnerâ€™s Guide to Wicca you will discover
how to tap into the powerful energy of the
natural world and take your first steps on the
Wiccan path.
*Nuovo dizionario della lingua italiana - 1869
Parole magiche. Nuovi incantesimi per il
terzo millennio - Cristiano Tenca 2016
The Book of Crystal Spells - Ember Grant 2013
Raise Your Crystal Spellwork to the Next Level
Discover dozens of spells that you can use for
health, love, home and garden, problem solving,
dreams, astral travel, and much more. With
hands-on spells, rituals, grids, and other magical
methods, The Book of Crystal Spellsis a practical
and in-depth guide to using stones in creative
ways. • Find tips on cleansing and charging your
stones • Learn to craft magical jewelry, amulets,
and talismans • Incorporate numerology,
meditations, elixirs, and crystal grids in your
spellwork • Expand your magic practice by using
glass, sand, metals, quartz crystal points, and
more Increase your knowledge of crystal spells
with accessible exercises and extensive
appendices and correspondences. Whether a
beginner or an expert, take your magic to a
higher level with the magic of stones, which
gives you access to the energetic connection
between you and the universe.
Parole magiche per gli animali. Formule e
incanti per il loro benessere - Cristiano Tenca
2016
Wicca Made Easy - Phyllis Curott 2018-11-20
America's most renowned Wiccan shares the
beliefs and practices of this sacred feminine
spirituality in an introductory book. Welcome to
the oldest spiritual tradition in the world. One of
the first Wiccan Priestesses to 'come out of the
broom closet,' Phyllis Curott has forever
changed the perception of Wicca in the Western
world. In this book, Phyllis re-introduces the lifesustaining wisdom and techniques that will
connect you to the Divine and to the love,
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abundance and spiritual wisdom of Mother
Earth. You'll learn how to: attune your body,
mind and spirit to Nature's rhythms to create a
life of harmony, peace and fulfillment enter
spirit realms and work with spirit guides, power
animals and spirits of place for guidance and
healing cast gorgeous spells and create sacred
spaces and altars to nourish your soul practice
empowering lunar and Sabbat rites to
experience divine communion embody your
spirit, empower your purpose and manifest your
gifts This engaging and inspiring book will open
your heart, your mind and your spirit to the
Sacred around and within you. It's time to
awaken your life to its divine magic!
Parole magiche 4 - Cristiano Tenca
2016-04-27T14:50:00+02:00
Dopo il grande successo della serie dedicata alle
parole magiche, Cristiano Tenca propone nuove
e potenti formule che incanalano l’energia per
cambiare la realtà esterna a proprio vantaggio e
modificare in positivo situazioni poco felici,
senza danneggiare nessuno. Parole magiche 4
riporta oltre 500 formule che permettono di
spazzar via ogni ostacolo si frapponga alla
realizzazione di qualunque desiderio, illustrando
come ottenere il meglio da ciascun incantesimo,
anche combinando tra loro varie formule.
Vengono inoltre riesaminate molte delle formule
presentate nei primi tre volumi e per ciascuna
viene spiegato come ampliarne il significato per
poterne espandere l’applicazione anche ad altri
campi e per altri desideri. In Parole magiche 4 si
potranno leggere anche decine di testimonianze
e aneddoti scritti di proprio pugno dai lettori,
con oltre 80 formule da loro create e testate con
cura dall’autore. Vengono infine dati
suggerimenti sull’utilizzo delle parole magiche
con il decagono (circuito radionico).
Incantesimi e benedizioni nella letteratura
tedesca medievale (IX-XIII sec.) - Eleonora
Cianci 2004
The Magic of Trees - Tess Whitehurst
2017-01-08
Bring positive change and nourishment to your
body, mind, and spirit by connecting with the
deep wisdom and power of trees. Featuring
detailed descriptions of the magical and
energetic properties of more than one hundred
trees, this comprehensive guide shows you how
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to work with them—physically and
spiritually—through rituals, spells,
aromatherapy, visualization, and more. Trees are
symbols of the interconnectedness of life and
represent the interwoven web of everything
magical. The Magic of Trees helps you tap into
that web and enrich your life. From Acacia to
Yew and many others in between, each tree has
an encyclopedic entry that features its history,
magical uses, medicinal uses, and
correspondences. With this book's guidance,
you'll find that the trees around you can be
beloved friends, teachers, and magical partners.
Praise: "A truly comprehensive magical tome on
trees, written in the enchanting style and depth
that only Tess Whitehurst can bring to the page.
This one belongs in every witch's
library."—Deborah Blake, author of Everyday
Witchcraft
The History of Magic - Chris Gosden
2021-08-31
A Telegraph Book of the Year A remarkable,
unprecedented account of the role of magic in
cultures both ancient and modern -- from the
first known horoscope to the power of tattoos.
'Fascinating, original, excellent' Simon Sebag
Montefiore ______________________ Three great
strands of practice and belief run through
human history: science, religion and magic. But
magic - the idea that we have a connection with
the universe - has developed a bad reputation. It
has been with us for millennia - from the curses
and charms of ancient Greek, Roman and Jewish
magic, to the shamanistic traditions of Eurasia,
indigenous America and Africa, and even
quantum physics today. Even today seventy-five
per cent of the Western world holds some belief
in magic, whether snapping wishbones, buying
lottery tickets or giving names to inanimate
objects. Drawing on his decades of research,
with incredible breadth and authority, Professor
Chris Gosden provides a timely history of human
thought and the role it has played in shaping
civilization, and how we might use magic to
rethink our understanding of the world.
______________________ 'This is an extraordinary
work of learning, written with an exhilarating
lightness of touch . . . It is essential reading.'
Francis Pryor, author of Britain BC, Britain AD
and The Fens 'Without an unfascinating page'
Scotsman 'Chris Gosden shows how magic
parole-magiche-4-nuovi-incantesimi-per-il-terzo-millennio

explores the connections between human beings
and the universe in ways different from religion
or science, yet deserving of respect' Professor
John Barton, author of A History of The Bible
Giornale della libreria - 2005
Mind-power - William Walker Atkinson 1912
"We take the greatest pleasure in presenting this
latest and best work from the pen of William
Walker Atkinson. It embodies the essence of
years of thought, study, and experiment on the
part of its author whose original research,
discoveries, and writings along these lines have
given him his worldwide reputation as an
authority. It is his Masterpiece. A portion of its
material was used in two of the author's
previous works, vis., "Mental Magic," and
"Mental Fascination," both of which works were
published by ourselves. Both of the said works
are now practically out of print, and will be
withdrawn from sale by us, as they will be
superseded by this newer and more complete
work. This foundation material has been edited;
added to; changed; improved; and corrected by
the author, in accordance with his increased
experience and knowledge of the subject.
Obsolete matter has been replaced by entirely
new material, and the work is now strictly "upto-date". It is encyclopaedic in extent and
character, every phase of the subject being
considered by the author and expressed in
words charged with his dynamic vitality. It
contains matter that well might have been
expanded into several volumes"--Foreword.
Le Mystère Des Cathédrales - Fulcanelli 1984
A translation of Fulcanelli's book on the meaning
of heremetic symbols as they relate to the
construction of cathedrals.
Applied Magic - Dion Fortune 2021-12-09
Applied Magic Dion Fortune - Applied Magic is a
selection of Dion Fortune's writings on the
practical applications of magical and esoteric
techniques. Everyone has the ability to access
the invisible planes of existence- a whole
kingdom of mind and spirit- which cannot be
perceived with the physical senses. Fortune
provides invaluable guidance to anyone intent on
increasing their inner awareness. She declares,
"Esoteric tradition admits of no exclusiveness; it
is the very essence of its spirit that it
blasphemes no God that has been hallowed by
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our devotion. It sees all religions as the
expressions of our spirit rather than the personal
revelation of a jealous God to His chosen people.
It suffers from neither superstitious awe nor
bigoted fear."Contents1. The Occult Way2. Some
Practical Applications of Occultism3. The Group
Mind4. The Psychology of Ritual5. The Circuit of
Force6. The Three Kinds of Reality7. Nonhumans8. Black Magic9. A Magical Body10. The
Occult Field Today11. Esoteric Glossary
Nuova corrente - 1983

taboos, superstitions and magical practices
permeated and defined every aspect of their
lives. With a historical and sociological
perspective, it examines in detail their beliefs:
the structure of their society; the names and
ways of the deities; the practice of deifying
ancestral spirits; the importance of dance,
colors, water, stone and plants; and the concept
of Mana, the spiritual power in all things.
Parole magiche 2. Nuovi incantesimi dell'era
moderna - Cristiano Tenca 2007

L'Era di Zargo, il gioco di ruolo di Zargo's Lords
- Tito Leati 2016-06-17
Riscopri il regolamento tradizionale del gioco di
ruolo fantasy in una riscrittura completa e
modernizzata, ambientata nel mondo dell'epico
board game degli anni Ottanta. Scendi in
picchiata come un alato, sputa fuoco come un
dragone, vai alla carica come un cavaliere o
scivola nelle ombre come un monaco. Dopo 500
anni dalla Guerra dei Signori, per i popoli di
Zargo venuta l'ora di lottare insieme contro il
Caos. Unisciti a loro! Edizione 2016 riveduta e
ampliata, con contenuti aggiuntivi e due
avventure introduttive.
Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen
Welt: Principat. v - Hildegard Temporini 1995

Men and Bears - AA.VV. 2020-01-23
The time of Carnival represents a “wild” time at
the end of winter and pointing to the beginning
of a new season. It is characterized by the
irruption of border figures, animal masks,
characters which recall the world of the dead
and which bring within themselves the germ of a
vital force, of the energy that produces the
reawakening of nature and announces the
growth and fertility of the new crops. This wild
domain shows itself under the shapes of a
contiguity between human and animal: the
costumes, the masks, refer to a world in which
the characteristics of the human and those of the
animal are fused and intertwined. Among these
figures, in particular, emerge those of the Wild
Man, the human being who takes on animal-like
attributes and aspects, and of the Bear, the
animal that, more than all the others, gets as
close as possible to the human and seems to
reflect a deformed image of it. Such symbolic
images come from far off times and places to tell
a story that belongs to our common origins. The
bear assumes attributes and functions alike in
very different cultural contexts, such as the Sámi
of Finland or North-American hunter-gatherers,
and represents a boundary between the world of
nature and the human world, between the
domain of animals and the difficult construction
of humanity: a process continued for centuries,
perhaps millennia, and which cannot still be said
complete.
The 13th Juror - John Lescroart 2005-08-02
He is obsessed with her innocence. He will be
destroyed by her guilt. The walls were
champagne. The house was immaculate. A
prosperous doctor lived there with his son and
his beautiful wife. But the elegant walls hid a
family's secret, a wife's shame. And one day

Il libro delle parole magiche. Incantesimi dell'era
moderna - Cristiano Tenca 2003
Half-Minute Horrors - Susan Rich 2011-07-12
How scared can you get in only 30 seconds?
Dare to find out with Half-Minute Horrors, a
collection of deliciously terrifying short short
tales and creepy illustrations by an exceptional
selection of writers and illustrators, including
bestselling talents Lemony Snicket, James
Patterson, Neil Gaiman, R.L.Stine, Faye
Kellerman, Holly Black, Melissa Marr, Margaret
Atwood, Jon Scieszka, Brett Helquist, and many
more. With royalties benefiting First Book, a notfor-profit organization that brings books to
children in need, this is an anthology worth
devouring. So grab a flashlight, set the timer,
and get ready for instant chills!
Hawaiian Religion and Magic - Scott
Cunningham 1994
This is the first book solely devoted to the
spirituality of the Hawaiian people and how
parole-magiche-4-nuovi-incantesimi-per-il-terzo-millennio
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shots rang out in the doctor's house. Suddenly
Jennifer Witt was in jail, facing the death
penalty. Jennifer insisted that she had not killed
her abusive husband -- and she could never have
killed her own son. Dismas Hardy believed her.
But Hardy was only part of the defense team,
and the only lawyer who continued to believe
her...even as her story was torn to pieces, even
as her lies came out, even as she was found
guilty of murder. Now there's only one thing
Jennifer can do to save her life...and she refuses
to do it. So Hardy must do it for her. And in a
shocking case of violence, betrayal, and lies, his
only weapon is the truth... The 13th Juror...When
innocence is not enough.
Il libro delle bacchette magiche. Con gadget Cristiano Tenca 2003
Anatomy of a Murder - Robert Traver
1983-03-15
Defense attorney Paul Biegler represents a
young Army lieutenant who claims that the man
he shot had raped his wife
Witch Crafting - Phyllis Curott 2001-10-16
The author of Book of Shadows digs deep into
the practices and principles of Witchcraft to
provide a comprehensive guidebook that
anyone—novices and seasoned practitioners
alike—can use to incorporate the beauty and
power ofWicca into their own daily lives. Phyllis
Curott’s first book, Book of Shadows, was an
inspirational, spiritual memoir that chronicled
her journey from Ivy League-educated, New
York City attorney to Wiccan High Priestess. By
inviting readers of all faiths to share in her own
personal transformation, Phyllis debunked many
of the myths surrounding Wicca and revealed it
for what it really is: a spiritual movement whose
tenets of Goddess worship and reverence for
Nature were a great deal more accessible and
familiar than she’d ever expected. Far from
being just another mechanical spell book, Witch
Crafting is the first book to offer readers not
only the how-to of Witchcraft, but also the whyto, explaining the profound spiritual tenets
behind Wiccan techniques. Filled with both
traditional and innovative shamanic practices,
Phyllis also provides an empowering new
definition of magic and reexamines the ethics
under which Witchcraft is practiced, offering a
groundbreaking alternative to the Threefold
parole-magiche-4-nuovi-incantesimi-per-il-terzo-millennio

Law. With enchanting stories from Curott’s own
experiences, Witch Crafting will also teach you
how to: • Master the secret arts of effective
spellcasting • Create sacred space and personal
rituals • Perform divinations for spiritual insight
and earthly success • Tap into the power of
altered states, such as dreaming, meditation,
prayer, and trance • Keep a magical journal and
create your own Book of Shadows Rich with
detailed advice for making magic, working with
Nature, and finding the Divine within, as well as
thought-provoking evaluations of this
remarkable spirituality, Witch Crafting is the
special volume that you’ve been searching for.
Whether you are a beginner or have been
practicing Witchcraft for years, whether you
worship in a coven or on your own, Witch
Crafting is the ideal handbook for you, or anyone
seeking to unlock the divine power that makes
real magic happen and experience the ecstasy,
energy, and gifts of the Universe more fully.
The Dream Gardener. Ediz. a Colori - Claudio
Gobbetti 2019
The Golden Bough - James George Frazer 1911
Frazer's series which attempted to define the
shared elements of religious belief and scientific
thought, discussing fertility rites, human
sacrifice, the dying god, the scapegoat, and
many other symbols and practices whose
influences had extended into 20th-century
culture. His thesis is that old religions were
fertility cults that revolved around the worship
and periodic sacrifice of a sacred king. Frazer
proposed that mankind progresses from magic
through religious belief to scientific thought.
Meetings with Remarkable Men - G. I. Gurdjieff
1984
Aradia - Charles Godfrey Leland 1899
Mice at the Beach - Haruo Yamashita 1987-01-01
Daddy Mouse is so tired from keeping track of
his seven little mice at the beach that he fails to
notice the tide coming in where he is taking a
nap.
Fairy Mom and Me #2: Fairy In Waiting Sophie Kinsella 2019-01-29
The favorite mother-daughter fairy team is back!
Glittery wings, magic codes and multiplying ice
cream cones combine in these next adventures
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from New York Times bestselling author Sophie
Kinsella. Ella Brook is used to being a fairy in
waiting. It means that one day she will become a
fairy with her own sparkly wings and
Computawand, just like her mom. But sometimes
Ella doesn't want to have to wait any longer.
After all, she helps her mom remember magic
codes all the time! If only there were a spell for
growing up faster. Will Ella prove that she's
ready to become a fairy? Or will she learn that
she doesn't need real magic to save the day? “A
cotton-candy read for transitional
readers.”—Kirkus
Dizionario del Nuovo Testamento. Concetti
fondamentali, parole-chiave, termini ed
espressioni caratteristiche - Giuliano Vigini 2006
Gypsy Sorcery and Fortune-telling - Charles
Godfrey Leland 1891
Book may have numerous typos, missing text,
images, or index. Purchasers can download a
free scanned copy of the original book (without
typos) from the publisher. 1891. Excerpt: ...
CHAPTER XIV.' A GYPSY MAGIC SPELL.
HOKKANI BASO LELLIN DUDIKABIN, OR THE
GREAT SECRET CHILDREN'S RHYMES AND
INCANTATIONS TEN LITTLE INDIAN BOYS
AND TEN LITTLE ACORN GIRLS OF
MARCELLUS BURDI- GALENSIS. HERE is a
meaningless rhyme very common among
children. It is repeated while "counting off" --or
"out" --those who are taking part in a game, and
allotting to each a place. There are many
versions of it, but the following is exactly word
for word what I learned when a boy in
Philadelphia: -- Ekkeri (or ickery), akkery, u-kcry
an, Fillisi', follasy, Nicholas John, Queebee quabee -- Irishman (or, Irish Mary), Stingle 'em-stangle 'em--buck! With a very little alteration
This chapter is reproduced, but with much
addition, from one in my work entitled "The
Gypsies," published in Boston, 1881, by
Houghton and Mifflin. London: Trubner Sc Co.
The addition will be the most interesting portion
to the folk-lorist. in sounds, and not more than
children make of these verses in different places,
this may be read as follows: -- Ek-keri (yekori)
akairi, you kair an, Fillissin, follasy, Nakelas jan
Kivi, kavi--Irishman, Stini, stani--buck! This is, of
course, nonsense, but it is Romany or gypsy
nonsense, and it may be thus translated very
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accurately: -- First--here--you begin! Castle,
gloves. You don't play! Go on! Kivi--a kettle. How
are you? Stdni, buck. The common version of the
rhyme begins with-- "One--ery--two--ery, ickery
an." But one-ery is an exact translation of ekkeri; ek, or yek, meaning one in gypsy. (Ek-orus,
or yek-korus, means once). And it is remarkable
that in-- "Hickory dickory dock, The rat ran up
the clock, The clock struck one, And down he
run, Hickory dickory dock." We have hickory, or
ek-keri, again followed by a significant one. It
may be observed that while my firs...
Book Four - Aleister Crowley 2018-10-11
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easyto-read typeface. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Inheritance - Christopher Paolini 2013
Not so very long ago, Eragon - Shadeslayer,
Dragon Rider - was nothing more than a poor
farm boy, and his dragon, Saphira, only a blue
stone in the forest. Now, the fate of an entire
civilization rests on their shoulders.
The Last Dragon - Silvana De Mari 2009-07-10
Struggling to survive in a postapocalyptic world
after his village is destroyed, Yorsh, the earth's
last elf, must embark on a perilous quest to
decipher a powerful prophecy and find the last
dragon, who holds the key to saving the world
from the Dark Age that has begun. An ALA
Notable Children's Book. Reprint.
Psychomagic - Alejandro Jodorowsky
2010-06-18
A healing path using the power of dreams,
theater, poetry, and shamanism • Shows how
psychological realizations can cause true
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transformation when manifested by concrete
poetic acts • Includes many examples of the
surreal but successful actions Jodorowsky has
prescribed to those seeking his help While living
in Mexico, Alejandro Jodorowsky became
familiar with the colorful and effective cures
provided by folk healers. He realized that it is
easier for the unconscious to understand the
language of dreams than that of rationality.
Illness can even be seen as a physical dream
that reveals unresolved emotional and
psychological problems. Psychomagic presents
the shamanic and genealogical principles
Jodorowsky discovered to create a healing
therapy that could use the powers of dreams,
art, and theater to empower individuals to heal
wounds that in some cases had traveled through
generations. The concrete and often surreal
poetic actions Jodorowsky employs are part of an
elaborate strategy intended to break apart the
dysfunctional persona with whom the patient
identifies in order to connect with a deeper self.
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That is when true transformation can manifest.
For a young man who complained that he lived
only in his head and was unable to grab hold of
reality and advance toward the financial
autonomy he desired, Jodorowsky gave the
prescription to paste two gold coins to the soles
of his shoes so that all day he would be walking
on gold. A judge whose vanity was ruling his
every move was given the task of dressing like a
tramp and begging outside one of the
fashionable restaurants he loved to frequent
while pulling glass doll eyes out of his pockets.
The lesson for him was that if a tramp can fill his
pockets with eyeballs, then they must be of no
value, and thus the eyes of others should have
no bearing on who you are and what you do.
Taking his patients directly at their words,
Jodorowsky takes the same elements associated
with a negative emotional charge and recasts
them in an action that will make them positive
and enable them to pay the psychological debts
hindering their lives.
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